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from a risk management perspective, the asce
10-15 methodology provides a powerful

technical basis for development of safety case
arguments, an effective means for presenting
the argument to stakeholders, and a tool for

demonstrating the level of risk in a project. with
the highest level of technical and editorial
integrity, asce provides the same credible,

authoritative information that guides industry
and regulators. asce provides a solid foundation
for engineering safety case arguments. from the
onset, asce provides the technical content, not

only supporting the case arguments but also the
risk profile. asce can be a powerful tool in the

development of safety case arguments
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supporting all types of projects. having an asce
safety case is essential to manage and control

risk. with asce safety case arguments are
structured and documented. they are typically
developed in a series of phases and milestone

releases. as a tool for managing and monitoring
risk, asce provides the technical basis for

creating a thorough and convincing argument
for the safety of a design, product or project.

this is particularly true for major projects where
the risk can be considerable. the asce 10-15

methodology provides a powerful technical basis
for development of safety case arguments, an

effective means for presenting the argument to
stakeholders, and a tool for demonstrating the

level of risk in a project. with the highest level of
technical and editorial integrity, asce provides

the same credible, authoritative information that
guides industry and regulators.
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asce requires authors to provide the source(s)
for all images used in the manuscript. the
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sources and citation information for the images
are listed in the image captions. in case the
image is licensed, asce must be notified (see
asce publications image licensing guidelines).

asce's publishing process is similar to that of the
publisher. asce can take an electronic copy of
the manuscript and return a pdf version, upon

which the author can make any final changes. if
there are any questions, the author should

contact the editorial office, as they can provide
the author with more information regarding the
publication process. asce can include the final
manuscript in its online open access journal

which is free for all asce members to access. as
it is online, asce can provide a digital copy

immediately. it is also an excellent
demonstration of asce's commitment to its

members. as a part of our publishing process,
asce requires authors to provide the source(s)

for all images used in the manuscript. the
sources and citation information for the images

are listed in the image captions. in case the
image is licensed, asce must be notified (see
asce publications image licensing guidelines).
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firstly, you can purchase the individual papers if
you wish. see the proceedings page for details.

alternatively, you can download the entire
proceedings from the conference app. to do this,

simply login to the conference app, find the
conference’s participation page and download

the app. 5ec8ef588b
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